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Abstract 

Users require speech recognition systems that offer rapid 
response and robustness (high accuracy). Speech recognition 
accuracy suffers from additive noise, imposed by ambient 
noise, and convolutional noise, created by space transfer 
characteristics. Existing model adaptation techniques achieve 
robustness by using HMM-composition and CMN (cepstral 
mean normalization). Since they need the additive noise 
sample as well as the user speech sample to generate the 
models required, they can not achieve rapid response. The 
proposed technique generates noise adapted models in a 
preliminary step, and then normalizes the models' parameters 
using just the additive noise observed by the system. In our 
technique, after the user's speech sample is captured, only 
CMN need be performed to start recognition processing, so its 
response is rapid. Another innovation is the creation of 
several HMMs to cover the wide S/N range expected in real 
applications; it raises accuracy and response speed. 
Simulations conducted using artificial speech samples 
generated to represent 7 S/N values show that an extended 
version of the proposed technique holds the reduction in 
average recognition error to 17.6 % compared to the basic 
HMM composition method. 

1. Introduction 

Business is demanding more effective speech dialog systems 
with the emphasis being placed on rapid response. Early 
research mainly focused on robustness. Model adaptation 
techniques [1]-[4] to counter noise were developed. 
Robustness is achieved by the adaptation processing provided 
by these techniques. Focusing on just accuracy is not 
sufficient since practical systems also need rapid response to 
satisfy users' requirements. Higher system response speeds are 
essential. 

Speech recognition accuracy is often degraded by 
convolutional and additive noises [5]. While the former can 
be offset by CMN, cepstral mean normalization [6], HMM-
composition [1][2] is used to offset the latter. These 
techniques, both which model the noise characteristics, are 
adopted by CMS/PMC [3] and E-CMN/PMC [4]. Recognition 
accuracy can be increased by model adaptation: the model is 
optimized to match the instantaneous noise characteristics. 
These conventional techniques, CMS/PMC and E-CMN/PMC, 
first adapt the cepstral mean parameters of the acoustic model 
using the user’s utterance, and so must acquire user speech 
samples to initialize the speech recognition system. 
Compensation is followed by HMM-composition, which 
adapts to the observed noise but further delays the system’s 
response to the user. Conventional techniques cannot achieve 
adequate response speeds because model compensation and 
adaptation after performed only after the speech sample is 
received. 

The proposed technique, named NOVO+CMN, achieves 
faster response by separating adaptation for model parameters 
from cepstral mean normalization for feature parameters. 
Model adaptation, realized by HMM-composition and CMN, 
is performed intermittently using the noise observed by the 
system. Since noise is effectively constant over short periods 
in real applications, the results of noise adaptation are valid 
and are expected to achieve good performance. This means 
that after the speaker’s speech sample is captured; only CMN 
need be performed to start recognition processing. In another 
advance, we create several HMMs to cover the wide S/N 
range expected in real world applications, because the S/N 
value can not be known without the user's speech sample. 
Simulations show that the proposed technique achieves better 
recognition accuracy than basic HMM-composition. The 
proposed technique is far more practical than either 
CMS/PMC or E-CMN/PMC since it eliminates the delay 
imposed by performing model adaptation after the speech 
sample is received. 
 The rest of this paper is organized as follows; 
NOVO+CMN is described in Section 2. Section 3 introduces 
experiments that compare the proposed techniques with 
conventional methods. Our conclusion is drawn in Section 4. 

2. NOVO+CMN 

Figure 1 shows the framework of NOVO+CMN. The 
technique generates several acoustic models for various S/N 
values and normalizes cepstral mean parameters of the noise 
adapted acoustic models in an offline process. The cepstral 
mean normalization method for input signal features is 
described in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 explains normalizing the 
cepstral mean parameters of the noise adapted models. The 
method of generating several S/N noise adapted models is 
described in Section 2.3. 

2.1. Cepstral mean normalization method for input signals 

The input signals are subjected to feature analysis processing 
based on CMN. Focusing on the linear spectrum domain of 
the input signals, S  represents the speech spectrum at the 
sound source, N represents the noise spectrum as observed at 
the microphone, H  represents the space transfer 
characteristics between the sound source and the microphone, 
The observed spectrum, O, is given by 

NHSO += . (1) 

Subtracting long-term mean of the feature from the observed 
feature in the cepstrum domain, CMN, corresponds to 
division in the linear spectrum domain. The spectrum feature 
analyzed based on CMN, 

CMNO , is given by 
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Figure 1: Framework of NOVO+CMN 

where a  represents the long-term mean of spectruma .
As it assumed that HNN /≅ (3), 

NS

NS
OCMN

+
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. (4)  

We normalized the cepstral mean for the acoustic model to 
adjust the feature of 

CMNO .

The assumption in Eq. (3) is not correct in the real 
world. The influence of this assumption is assessed by 
experiments in Section 3. 

2.2. Cepstral mean normalization method for the noise 
adapted model generated by HMM composition 

The numerator of Eq. (4) is equal to the noisy speech 
spectrum. The features of the noisy speech spectrum have to 
match the parameters of the noise adapted acoustic model. 
Our technique creates the noise adapted model from the 
observed noise signal using NOVO as described in [1]. 
Focusing on the parameters in the spectrum domain converted 
from the acoustic model parameters, 

MS represents the 

spectrum parameters of the clean speech acoustic model, and 
the spectrum parameters of the noise adapted acoustic model 
generated by NOVO, 

NOVOX , are given by  

NSX MNOVO += . (5)

When the phoneme of the noisy speech matches the phoneme 
in the noise adapted model, it can be assumed that 

MSS ≅ (6). 
This assumption transforms Eq. (5) as follows,  

NSX NOVO +≅ . (7)

NOVOX  is equal to the numerator of Eq. (4).  

The denominator of Eq. (4) is equal to the long-term 
mean of the noisy speech spectrum. It might be better to use 
the cepstral mean from the input signal that includes target 
user speech sample for normalization. We cannot use the 
input signal because we want to prepare the normalized 
acoustic model before the user speaks to decrease the 
response time.  Our technique uses the parameters of the noise 
adapted model instead of using the input signal. 

From Eq.(7), 
NOVOX  ( NS +≅ ) is equal to the 

denominator of Eq.(4).  Eq.(7) transforms Eq.(4) to Eq.(8). 
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NOVO
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X

X
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.  (8) 

NOVOX  represents the long-term mean of the parameters in 

the linear spectrum domain converted from the noise adapted 
model parameters in the cepstrum domain; that is the cepstral 
mean. The noise adapted cepstral mean parameters are 
approximated to the mean of the average parameters of all 
distributions in the noise adapted model. This approximation 
is valid and practical because long-term speech signals 
contain all phonemes represented by mixture distributions. 
Normalizing the parameters of the noise adapted acoustic 
model generated by NOVO by the cepstral mean of the noise 
adapted model yields the NOVO+CMN acoustic model that 
matches the input features analyzed with CMN. 

2.3. Multi-S/N acoustic model generating method using 
HMM composition 

It is impossible to know the S/N value without an actual 
speaker speech sample in the real world. We use NOVO for 
noise adaptation to generate several acoustic models for 



various S/N values in a preliminary step. In this paper, the 
main parameter of the acoustic model is based on the 
cepstrum. Accordingly, 

Sc is the cepstrum of clean speech, 
Nc

is the cepstrum of noise, and 
NSc +

 is given by 

)}])(exp{)}((log[exp{1
NSNS cFkcFFc += −

+
.  (9) 

F  and 1−F  represent Fourier Transform and Inverse Fourier 
Transform, respectively. Gain k  is a coefficient dependent 
upon S/N. To cope with changes in S/N, we prepare several 
acoustic models for the various S/N values expected by 
changing gaink .

3. Experiments 

3.1. Experimental conditions 

Table 1 shows the speech analysis conditions, Table 2 shows 
the acoustic model (HMM) conditions used in the 
experiments, and Table 3 shows the evaluation task. 
 We used artificial hands-free speech data created by 
convoluting the impulse response and adding noise to 640 
clean speech utterances, each of which consisted of 4-digits 
spoken in each subject's style. The subjects were 8 males and 
8 females, and each created 40 utterances. The noises were 
acquired from a domestic sound database [7]. The impulse 
response data was measured with the sound source and the 
microphone separated by 50 cm. When adding noises, S/N 
was set using the speech level defined as the average power 
level including pauses; the noise level was the average power 
level. The noise level was fixed, and we controlled the S/N by 
changing the gain level of the speech. The speech power 
levels were normalized so that the average power levels of 
each subject were the same.  

Table 1: Speech analysis conditions  

Table 2: Acoustic model conditions 

Table 3: Evaluation Task 

3.2. Experimental results 

3.2.1. NOVO+CMN 

Figure 2 shows the recognition results of ventilation fan noise 
+ speech. In this figure, the values of S/N are the average S/N 
values calculated using all evaluation data. That is, some 

utterances have different S/N from the average S/N. It is not 
possible to know the value of S/N beforehand in practice. Our 
solution is to create several acoustic models with different 
S/N values, and to carry out speech recognition processing in 
parallel using these models. Here we prepared acoustic 
models using 7 S/N values: 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, 
25 dB, and 30 dB. 

Figure 2: Recognition results: ventilation noise case 

NOVO+CMN shows the best accuracy in all situations. In 
high S/N situations, convolutional noise becomes dominant, 
and CMN is better than SS[8] and NOVO. In low S/N 
situations, additive noise becomes dominant, SS and NOVO 
are better than CMN. The proposed technique was superior 
because it considered both the additive and the convolutional 
noise. 

In low S/N situations, all techniques suffer a fall in 
speech recognition accuracy. We can use noise reduction 
methods like SS to reduce the background noise and thus 
increase the S/N values as is confirmed below. 

3.2.2. SS-NOVO+CMN 

Figure 3 shows the recognition results of ventilation fan noise 
+ speech for SS-NOVO+CMN, NOVO+CMN, SS-NOVO 
and NOVO. SS-NOVO consists of SS at the front-end of 
NOVO, and SS-NOVO+CMN consists of SS at the front-end 
of NOVO+CMN. 

Figure 3: Recognition results: ventilation noise case 
with SS-NOVO+CMN 
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sampling rate 16 kHz
frame width 30 msec Hamming Window
frame shift 10 msec

feature parameter MFCC (12),     MFCC (12),     POW∆ ∆

HMM triphone continous mixture distribution 
# of states 2226

# of mixtures 8
# of phonemes 30

dry source 640 utterances of 4-digits by 8 males and 8 females
task speaker-independent / # of digits known grammar

impulse response distance between source and microphone:  50cm
noise type cleaner,  sink,  ventilation fan

S/N 0 dB, 5 dB, 10 dB, 15 dB, 20 dB, 25 dB, 30 dB



Figure 3 shows that SS-NOVO is better than NOVO in low 
S/N situations but worse in high S/N situations. In low S/N 
situations, the background noise is so dominant that noise 
reduction processing is effective. In high S/N situations, the 
speech distortion caused by SS decreases the recognition 
accuracy. 

SS-NOVO+CMN offers better accuracy than 
NOVO+CMN and SS-NOVO as expected in most situations. 
The advantage becomes significant when the S/N value falls 
under 5 dB.  When the S/N value is 0 dB, SS-NOVO+CMN 
achieves a reduction in recognition error of 25.6% compared 
to NOVO+CMN.  The use of CMN offsets the speech 
distortion caused by SS. 

3.2.3. Optimizing the NOVO+CMN  technique 

The proposed technique includes the critical assumption made 
in Eq. (3). We examined the influence of the assumption by 
giving the correct impulse response. The observed noise is 
convoluted by the inverse characteristics of the impulse 
response to obtain HN / . We used this noise instead of the 
observed noise in NOVO+CMN processing which yields the 
theoretically optimum NOVO+CMN scheme, NOVO+CMN 
(optimum). 

Figure 4 shows the recognition results of ventilation 
fan noise + speech for NOVO+CMN(optimum), SS-
NOVO+CMN, and NOVO+CMN. 

Figure 4: Recognition results: ventilation noise case 
with NOVO+CMN(optimum) 

The results in Figure 4 show that the proposed techniques 
achieve better accuracy than the optimum technique. 
Ventilation noise power is strong in the low frequency band, 
and weak in the middle frequency band. As speech power is 
strong in middle frequency band, speech is not so heavily 
distorted by the ventilation noise. The filter characteristics 
from the impulse response used in this paper are similar to 
those of a low-pass filter, so the inverse filter should be a 
high-pass filter. The noise deconvoluted  in the optimum 
technique is emphasized in a higher frequency band, which 
decreases speech recognition accuracy by burying the speech 
features in the mid frequency band. 

Table 4 shows the recognition results gathered 
under other noise situations. At high S/N values, 
NOVO+CMN(optimum) achieves the best accuracy as 
expected. At low S/N values, SS-NOVO+CMN offers better 
recognition accuracy than NOVO+CMN(optimum) since it 
does not bury the speech features. For sink (non-steady) noise 

with mid S/N values, NOVO+CMN was slightly better, but 
overall, SS-NOVO+CMN is the best choice.  

Table 4: Recognition results with other noise types 

4. Conclusions 

Conventional noise adaptation techniques counter additive 
and convolutional noise but fail to achieve rapid response. To 
rectify this omission, we proposed NOVO+CMN; it 
normalizes the cepstral mean for the parameters of the noise 
adapted acoustic models generated by NOVO (HMM-
composition) by using just the observed noise in a preliminary 
step. Further, to improve recognition accuracy at low S/N 
values, we proposed SS-NOVO+CMN which uses noise 
reduction processing by SS in the front-end section of 
NOVO+CMN. This proposed technique reduces average 
recognition error by 17.6% compared to NOVO, and it is 
more practical than conventional techniques since it shortens 
the response time. 
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SS CMN NOVO NOVO+CMN SS-NOVO+CMN
NOVO+CMN

(optimum)

cleaner 30 dB 76.7 87.2 83.1 90.9 92.8 97.2
cleaner 25 dB 76.2 76.9 80.9 85.6 88.3 95.2
cleaner 20 dB 69.8 58.6 73.8 76.6 79.7 87
cleaner 15 dB 48.6 31.1 60.0 61.7 65.5 71.7
cleaner 10 dB 16.4 5.3 33.8 31.4 42.7 36.7
cleaner  5 dB 2.8 0.5 7.8 5.9 11.4 7.2
cleaner  0 dB 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 1.1 0.5
average(cleaner) 41.5 37.1 48.5 50.3 54.5 56.5
sink 30 dB 75.8 90.6 83.3 93.8 94.5 96.4
sink 25 dB 74.7 85.0 80.6 88.4 88.6 92.3
sink 20 dB 73.0 72.0 75.5 78.8 79.8 84.7
sink 15 dB 61.6 51.2 61.1 66.7 66.4 65.2
sink 10 dB 35.5 20.8 38.9 40.5 45.2 38
sink  5 dB 8.9 4.1 16.6 15.0 21.4 12.8
sink  0 dB 0.5 0.3 3.3 3.6 5.9 3.3
average(sink) 46.4 45.1 51.0 54.6 57.0 56.2
average(overall) 44.3 41.7 49.9 52.8 56.0 56.3
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